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Dyma Williams to Host Groundbreaking
VICannaCulture Event in St. Croix

The inaugural event aims to foster innovation and growth in the
region's burgeoning cannabis industry
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VICannaCulture™ CEO Dyma Williams 

The upcoming VICannaCulture Networking and Business Development Event, hosted by Virgin
Islands native and healthcare leader Dyma Williams, CEO of VICannaCulture™, is poised to
mark a historical moment in St. Croix, US Virgin Islands, according to a release issued Thursday.

Scheduled from April 17th to April 20th, 2024, the event will take place at the Carambola Beach
Resort and aims to be a catalyst for growth and innovation within the local cannabis industry.
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VICannaCulture™ offers more than seminars and expos; it's billed to be a transformative event
dedicated to advancing naturopathic healthcare, wellness, and the use of plant medicine. This
platform aspires to establish itself as the leading resource for cannabis education and networking
in the Virgin Islands.

With a 15-year track record in healthcare leadership and a focus on regulatory compliance and
patient wellness, Ms. Williams is spearheading the event. According to the release, her
commitment to community wellbeing and the evolution of the cannabis sector in the Virgin
Islands is a testament to her role as an organizer.

"I am thrilled to bring the VICannaCulture Networking and Business Development Event to my
beloved St. Croix," Ms. Williams shared. She expressed her anticipation for the event, noting it as
a unique convergence for professionals and enthusiasts to drive a forward-looking dialogue for
cannabis in the Virgin Islands community.

The event is set to host an array of experts, including local Virgin Islanders and policy and
regulatory professionals, with special presentations by figures such as Ms. Gia Morton, CEO of
GVM Communications, Inc., a notable advocate in the cannabis sphere.

Participants can expect a comprehensive program featuring a Welcome Reception, a Seed to Sale
Business Development Seminar, a policy-focused session titled "Policy with A Purpose," and the
"Cocktails, Cannabis, and Conversations" evening event. The closing highlight will be the "Vibes
Under the Moonlight" celebration with performances by Deri’ and Friends.

Ms. Williams expressed gratitude to early sponsors, including Messer Gases for Life, The Social
Beer Garden, 101.3 Roe FM, and Urban Foot Care, as well as My Lawd Variety Store.

With an open invitation to all interested individuals, Ms. Williams encouraged participation in this
pivotal event. "This is an opportunity to be a part of history in the making," she stated, urging
everyone to contribute to redefining the cannabis business landscape in the Virgin Islands.

For additional details, sponsorship opportunities, or event registration, interested parties are
directed to the VICannaCulture website.
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